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Reading from: IT COULD HAPPEN THIS YEAR!--OF 1992!--PART 4!   DO 2745 12/91 

 

MATTHEW 24! 

(June 2020) Over the past week or so I have been reading this series of letters to 
my children. However, I strongly suggest people read this series themselves. 
Because I am only adding paragraphs from this series of letters that spoke to me 
personally, or when my spirit helper, which I now believe is my personal guardian 
angel, Valiant, reveals something to me. I am amazed at how many similarities 
there are in this series between then and now. 

__________________________ 
 
 
21. The Sodomites are taking over! Who would have ever dreamed that Sodomy 

would take over to such an extent in this day & age! Well, it's certainly fulfilling 

Bible Prophecy that "wicked men & seducers shall wax worse & worse," & "as it 

was in the days of Noah & the days of Lot, so shall also the coming of the Son of 

Man be."--2Tim.3:13; Mat.24:37; Luk.17:26-30. 
 



26. I have an idea that in some ways things are going to get better under the 

Antichrist! He'll have a stricter government. He's not going to put up with all the 

crime & drugs. He'll say, "Line'm up! Mow'm down!" Maybe he'll even get rid of the 

jails. If he's smart, he'll follow God's Mosaic Law & he'll have a lot easier time. 

Maybe he's going to clamp down with the Mosaic Law! Boy, I'll tell you, that kept 

crime down!--There were 26 capital crimes for which you were supposed to be 

killed! That would empty out most of the jails today! And for the rest of the 

criminals, you didn't put them in jail wasting their time, you put'm to work for the 

guy they owed the money to or whose cow they killed or stole or whatever it was! 

You were to make a slave out of'm until they worked off their debt or offence! 
 
THE WORLD OUT OF CONTROL! 
 

 33. The Lord is faithful to warn the World!--But how long is He going to keep 

warning them? How long is He going to keep on telling them? How long is He going 

to make it obvious on the news & in the newspapers & everywhere that the World is 

absolutely out of control! Crime is out of control! They can never have enough 

policemen to control crime! Drugs are out of control! I don't think the U.S. is talking 

too much about the "war on drugs" anymore because they've already lost it! It's 

ridiculous! And you know which continent the big drug cartels are concentrating on 

now, don't you?--Europe!  

 

34. Some of those movies like "Soylent Green" were prophetic!--Showing how 

finally the streets were totally unsafe, ruled by gangs roaming around, with virtually 

no police. You were risking your life to come out from your hiding place & your 

fortress without a gun, you had to battle your way! 

 

Prophecy: Watch and pray, beloved, for the Words of your father are being fulfilled as I speak. 

They are coming to pass, for now is the time of the end; the prelude to the verse we are heading 
toward in this very series. (Matthew 24:15) Don’t be deceived as if by chance you were led to this 
series of letters, for no accident has happened. There is no such thing to a Christian, and to the 
Children of David who are ever searching and looking toward My coming by feeding on David’s 
Words and the Words from My Bible, never. They will be first to be shown; they will be first to be 
given understanding.  
My beloved bride, My lovers, those who continue to hunger and thirst after My New Wine will be 
filled to overflowing, and that overflow will pour out across the nations, just as David poured 
forth as a bottle until he was empty and then I filled him again and again. Do not fear their faces, 
for I am with you to deliver you. This is your time; this is your hour. Continue to claim the keys of 
Ezekiel 37 in order that the bones be awakened and be given the breath of life. 

 

___________________________ 
 

36. What does it take to convince you that this World as it is now is almost at an end! 

It cannot go on much longer! It would be impossible for it to go on much longer 

unless somebody takes a hand & does something about this hell of a mess! And God 



is going to let a man do it first, the Devil's own man, in fact Satan himself! Why? 

Why is God going to let Man do it first? Well, He's been letting Man do it for 

centuries, thousands of years, millenniums, & he hasn't succeeded. But what about 

letting this final man be like a god, with the wisdom of the ages, of Satan, to inspire 

& possess this man & show miracles & marvels of genius & wisdom that the World 

has never yet seen before!--Because that's what it's going to take! 

 

THE BIRTH OF THE END! 
 

 38. How much is it going to take God to show us--from reading the papers, 

seeing it on the news or on the streets--to convince us that the End is here, the End is 

nigh, & this is the beginning of it! 

 

40. "At the end of this age, Jesus Christ Himself told us that there would be a time of 

birth pangs which would precede the Great Tribulation." (Mat.24:8.) (Note: The 

Greek word translated as "sorrows" in Matthew 24:8 literally means "birth pangs.") 

That's what we've been reading about here in the Bible! I'm just reading this to show 

you that God is not only showing us, but now others! 

 

 41. (Reads:) "We cannot know for sure if we are in that time of birth pangs, 

but it is interesting to note that all of the things that Jesus said would occur in it are 

happening today." Well, all that we read today has already been happening for years. 

He calls it the time of "birth pangs," relating it to a woman giving birth to a child. 

How long does that growth go on before the child comes forth? (Family: Nine 

months.) Nine months, a long time! But when she begins to have the birth pangs, 

watch out brother, you'd better get her ready for the delivery!--And the closer they 

get together & the more severe they are, the nearer the time for her to bring forth!  

 

Prophecy on para #41: This series is full of facts and symbols; another thought just came: 
maybe a double fulfillment here, the church announces the man child Satan first, and then comes 
Jesus. Well, Dad was the Endtime prophet, and he created The Family and the letters say that we 
are given the responsibility to both announce the AC and the coming of Jesus. So in a sense, we 
“the church” bring forth the AC who is crowned king of this world, but we also announce the 
coming of Jesus, the true King of the world. Revelation 12. 
 
_____________________________ 

  
  
 42. Let me tell you, the pangs are here now, & they're getting harder & closer 

together, & the time of the birth of the End is almost here! Some of you 

mathematicians can figure out the comparison between how long a woman is 

pregnant & how short the birth pangs are. Comment on para #42 Now I’m not a 
mathematician, but I thought to take Dad up on his challenge. Now what I received was in 
prophecy…I simply listened to my spirit helper, whom I found out later was my guardian angel 
Valiant. Okay, so Valiant began by breaking into my thoughts with a question. If you can 



remember, in the very first prophecy in part 1, I was told to watch the numbers for they will be as 
signposts along this journey. So Valiant asked a question: “Who is talking to us here?” I said, Dad 
the Endtime prophet, “and what organization did he create?” “The Family” and it came to me 
that generally there are two dates given of when The Family was conceived. I remembered 1968 
as being the most popular year of conception, so I started with that number. Now remember the 
following very interesting equation is simply a signpost, like a little fleece showing us that we are 
on the right path. Okay, the Family was conceived in 1968 and seeing as we are trying to find out 
what is gonna happen in 2022, I worked on the following equation: 2022-1968=54 years.  
So then Valiant reminded me of what Dad said about a pregnancy being 9 months. So Valiant then  
said, “Let’s make a parallel here. Let’s equate 54 years of The Family’s existence to the 9 month 
pregnancy.” So I thought/asked what should I do now, and Valiant said to divide 54 into 9 which 
gave me 6. Now this may seem like a stretch to you; it did to my folks here,  but here goes 
anyways. Please remember that this was straight prophecy. I was simply following what I was 
being told.  
Before I go on, I want to remind you that at the beginning of this series Dad said perhaps the 
covenant was signed in secret. Okay, Valiant then told me that we would be viewing the next step 
as a countdown from 7 to 0. The 7 being the beginning of the 7 year reign, so the 6 is the 2nd year 
after the hypothetical secret signing. Now if we take the prophecy we received at the beginning of 
this series that said there would be 2 and half years of confusion until 2022: 6 minus 2.5 years 
gives us 3.5 years. Or half way through the 7 year reign…Wow, interesting.  
But it didn’t end there, whilst I kept reading the letter to my kids, James, my oldest boy, had been 
busy looking up transition in pregnancy didn’t get to that section before he found another 
interesting fact about pregnancy called “false labor” or “Braxton Hicks” and this phenomena 
happens around 4 months into the pregnancy and it makes the girl think that the birth is 
happening. James then got real busy on the calculator and he found another interesting “fleece”, 
“sign”, or whatever.  
So Valiant then says to us in class that we should divide 54 by 9 again and we get 6; and 
hypothetically the 54 represents 9 blocks of 6 years. Valiant then said to multiply 6 by 4 and you 
get 24 , let’s say years. Now if you add 24 years to 1968, you get 1992, the year that Dad said the 
AC could rise to power...not a false prophecy but a false labor. Valiant wasn’t finished there; he 
went on to say, transition happens at 9 months; so now add the remaining months of the 9 month 
pregnancy, that is 5 months. Then multiply 5 by 6 and you get 30. 1992 plus 30 years equals 2022, 
the day of transition or the 3.5 year mark.  
1st equation: 2022-1968=54 years…54 years / 9 months =6 years…6years – 2.5 years = 3.5 years 
2nd equation: 54/9=6…6x4=24…1968+24=1992… 
3rd equation: 5x6=30…1992+30=2022 
 

The birth pangs are only hours compared to months of preparation. The Lord is 

comparing it to that. The World's had months of preparation, years, hundreds of 

years, millenniums!--And now the birth pangs! They won't just take a few hours, but 

in relationship, they'll take a few years. We know we have at least that much left. 

 

__________________________ 

 
 
43. (Reads:) "If we are in the time of birth pangs, then the Great Tribulation could 

start in the 1992-'94 time frame." So I'm not the only one the Lord is showing that 



to! James McKeever is probably one of the foremost true prophets of the Endtime 

who knows we're going to go through the Tribulation! So I take his word for 

everything I can agree with. 

 

 44. Just the other night I revealed this idea, that I believe that this is it, that 

perhaps the Antichrist has been already ruling through the ACs for the past three 

years!--And that he has already made the holy Covenant with the "holy" ACs, the 

un-holy people! "Oh my, they're so holy, God's chosen people!"--That he's already 

made it, & he's already ruling through them! 

 

 45. What if it's already been three years, & 1992 is it?--When the World will 

be in such a mess & such chaos, such confusion, such depression! It's going to be so 

low they're going to have to invent a new word for it!--Not just a depression, but a 

hole in the ground!--A bottomless pit!--And it's going to take a miracle-worker, a 

god, a superman, a supernatural man to pull'm out! Out of the bottomless pit comes 
Dajjal. 
 

48. So McKeever is saying: "The Great Tribulation could start in the 1992-'94 time 

frame. We're not saying that it will, but it is certainly getting closer." He's a little 

hesitant to predict it, & I am too! I'm not saying that it's definitely going to start this 

year of 1992. I'm always afraid of being wrong & being accused of being a false 

prophet, so you'll notice that I'm always very careful about what I definitely say God 

said or what has been merely a conjecture. But the things we read right here in the 

Bible we know are going to happen! I can be unequivocal about it. I can be positive 

about it. I can say, "Here it says this & this is going to happen!" And when God says 

to me personally, "This is it!" then I know it's going to happen! Hallelujah! I know 

it's happening, whatever it is! I still don't quite know what "it" is, but I suspect He 

means this is the End, the beginning of the End! 

 

55. (Reads:) "As I prayed about 1992, the Lord showed me some things about the 

entire timeframe from '92 to '94." It shows that the Lord speaks to him like He does 

to me sometimes--in riddles, conundrums, mysteries, puzzles, code! The Lord likes 

mysteries, He likes puzzles too! Don't you kids like puzzles & games? You never 

know just how things are going to come out. The Lord likes them too. He likes to 

just give you little hints, a little sign here or a little evidence there, just a little 

something sometimes. All He said to me about that war in Yugoslavia was, "It's the 

ACs." So then I had to stop & figure out why could it be the ACs? (See "The 

Yugoslavia Revelation!" ML #2735.) 

 

59. They're doing their damnedest to try to cover up all the evil & all the horrors 

with their lies & their false prophecies & their false predictions & the whole works, 

trying to keep the people from panicking! But what do you see in the news now? 

You're seeing it happen! They can't lie about it anymore! They can't hide it anymore! 

There are too many reporters around, at least, who are trying to be honest. They even 



rip off the sheepskins from the wolves who are trying to gobble up the public! There 

have been more & more scandals & exposés until the people are fed up with their 

leadership, fed up with their politicians, fed up with their governments ! 
Alternative sites 
 

Prophecy: These Words of David have become so obvious now, so real --now that the time of this 
book’s revelation is here. These Words are as if he was here, and yes your David, being the 
peculiar prophet that he was, was here. He spoke boldly as if it was already happening. He was 
the oracle of God. He opened his mouth, and God filled it to overflowing. Great are the Words 
and visions of David. Give praise to the God of all things, for He has given this revelation to the 
Children of David as a fulfillment of His many promises to you, His brides of the End. 

 

________________________________ 

 

 62. The U.S.A. is going to change all its money, but they're covering that up 

because they don't want the robbers & the drug barons & the Mafia & the crooks to 

get the word, but it's been leaking out. So if they're smart, they're getting rid of their 

cash & putting it into real estate & business & other things. They've been getting by 

just using cash so far--no paper trail, no cheques--but it's going to come & the 

government is going to say "within 30 days you've got to turn in all your old cash & 

get this new currency." And they've already got it printed! You can't have hundreds 

of workers working at the mint printing those new bills without somebody leaking 

what's going on! (See 331, pg.6, & 337, pg.7; Vol.15, pg. 52: "The New Money.") 

December 2021 Prophecy update: And what are they changing it to now? Digital 
money --even if you get wind of it, there is nothing you can do about it. Cash is on 
its way out, and all you can do is wait for it to happen, knowing that you are 
trapped like a rat in their trap. It’s all coming to a head; first vaccinations and then 
cashless society will close of all forms of buying and selling to anyone that tries to 
live outside their system --not to mention the very possible revelation of the AC. 
And 2022 looks like the year it’s all going to come to a very ugly head. Then the 
3.5 years will begin. Here is an interesting article about the date of the AC 
revelation from a Kabbalah Jew. Just out of interest, Putin is a Kabbalah Jew --and 
so is Trump, I heard. https://www.breakingisraelnews.com/155103/israeli-rabbi-reveals-date-of-messiahs-

arrival-according-to-kabbalah/ 
 

1993--A YEAR OF FIRE! 
 

 64. I'll just read what McKeever says about these other two years for you now. 

Here's what God said to this good, dear prophet whom I have faith in. You say, 

"What's the matter, Dad? Can't you get it any more? Are you having to go to some 

other prophet?" Well, in Bible times they had lots of prophets, & they confirmed 

each other. They all agreed, except the false prophets, & it was that much more 

confirmation & proof that it was true! I have faith in this man McKeever. I believe 

he's a good man & a faithful prophet! And I believe God has spoken to him. Maybe 

https://www.breakingisraelnews.com/155103/israeli-rabbi-reveals-date-of-messiahs-arrival-according-to-kabbalah/
https://www.breakingisraelnews.com/155103/israeli-rabbi-reveals-date-of-messiahs-arrival-according-to-kabbalah/


I'll get the interpretation of what it means. Maybe he just got this much, & I'll get the 

details, just like I'm telling you now. 

December 2021 update: I will have to say amen to this, because the Lord has 
given us our own confirming prophetess in Christine Beadsworth. What she is 
saying about the years we are living in goes pretty much hand-in-hand with what 
the Lord has been showing us. He is faithful to confirm all these dates and 
revelations, so we should be faithful to preach what He’s showing us.  
 

 65. He called 1993 a year of fire! What's the first kind of fire you think about? 

Atomic War? We know from the Bible that the ten kings finally yield their power to 

the Beast, & then they all turn on the Whore & destroy her with fire! (Rev.17:16.) 

He knows he's going to have to fight'm sooner or later. If they won't join, lick'm! 

Fire! He won't be able to take over the World unless he conquers the only remaining 

Superpower, the U.S., & if he can't persuade'm to join, then he's going to have to 

lick'm! 

December 2021 update: Could this be what is happening in Ukraine? No doubt 
the US is taking Ukraine’s side because anything Russia does the US will be 
against. Perhaps Ukraine will be the catalyst that will finally polarize all the 
players and as Dad said above, the 10 Kings will finally yield their power to the 
Beast. He really has an ace up his sleeve by controlling the natural gas going into 
Europe.  
THE U.S. ECONOMY & FDR! 
 

 75. (Reads:) "Also we need to be much in prayer about the elections in the 

U.S. in 1992, predominantly for the Presidential race, which unless something 

drastic happens, looks as if Bush will be reelected." Well, when McKeever wrote 

this, that may have been the way it looked, but right now, some observers are 

beginning to doubt that that could happen unless Bush changes his wicked ways & 

pays a little more attention to his own country & stops associating with just rich 

people & captains of industry, & pays more attention to the homeless & the jobless 

& the hungry! 

 

Comment on the section above: 
Fwiw: I wonder if the US elections will be delayed until 2022, when the last president will be 
elected, a woman. After all it’s not really about two parties vying for power; it’s about the elites 
putting their person for that hour on the seat, just a thought. Boy, that would certainly show how 
much power they have --how much control of world politics they have. Well, in only a few months 
we will see if this theory is correct or not. 
---JULY 2021 UPDATE: Well the election wasn’t delayed, but Trump lost his job or was asked to 
step down, and Biden and his beautiful cohort stepped up to the plate…Branham’s prophecy is 
looking very interesting at this point.  
December 2021 Update: Seeing as everything seems to be coming to a head in 2022, going 
along with Branham’s prophecy about the beautiful woman, I wonder if she will step into 
Biden’s shoes in 2022…and start pushing for war against Russia over the Ukraine problem.  Let’s 



see, we aren’t going anywhere, for now it looks like we are here till the bitter end.  
 
TO BE CONTINUED: 

 

_____________________________________ 
 
 

   
 
 
 

 


